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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

TRISTAR GETS IN ON THE PUMP-ACTION WITH NEW 20-GAUGE 
OFFERINGS IN THE COBRA FIELD PUMP SHOTGUN LINE  

 
TriStar’s Cobra Field Pump shotguns have a reputation for being incredibly fast and lethal when 

used to hunt waterfowl, upland birds and small game.  Now, the Cobra Field Pump shotgun line 

has been expanded to include 20-gauge models in black synthetic, Muddy Girl camouflage and  

Next Micro Print patterns – making this the ultimate choice for those who want a 20-gauge with 

some bite. 

 

The new 20-gauge Cobra Pump shotguns feature a full-length forearm that accommodates almost 

any sized shooter.  The forearm has ribbed texturing that provides the shooter with a sure-grip, 

ensuring a quick, sharp stroke with each pump.  

 

Each shotgun is equipped with fiber optic sight that makes it easy to locate and stay on target and 

comes standard with three chokes (Improved Cylinder, Modified or Full). The Cobra Field Pump 

shotgun line comes in three lightweight models that range from 5.4 to 6.9 pounds, with barrel 

lengths measuring 24 inches, 26 inches or 28 inches. 

  

“Our Cobra pump shotgun lineup has been on the market for a few years, and has been extremely 

popular among consumers looking for a dependable pump at a good price” said Ryan Bader, vice 

president of TriStar Arms. “We recently dipped a few other different models in the Muddy Girl 

and Next Micro Print patterns, and we wanted to carry it over to the Cobra series.” 

 

The 20-gauge version of the Cobra Pump shotgun will also come in a youth model. Each new 

model goes through an endurance test to assure the customer is getting a dependable gun at a 

reasonable price. 
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Cobra Field Pump Model Features: 
• 20-gauge or 12-gauge 
• Extended Ribbed Forearm for superior fit and feel 
• Fiber optic sight 
• 5 Round Magazine (Shot Plug included) 
• Chrome-lined chamber and barrel 
• Swivel studs 
• Three extended Beretta® Mobile style choke tubes (IC, M, F) 

 

  MSRP for the Cobra Field Pump model ranges from $349-$489. 

 

TriStar is a primary importer of quality shotguns and handguns, and offers a great selection of 

firearms for hunters and recreational shooters. TriStar offers a Five-Year Warranty on all TriStar 

shotguns. 

 

For more information about TriStar Arms and its products, visit www.tristararms.com. 
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